
 
 

 

  
Abstract— The importance of assembly areas for enterprises 

producing in countries with high wages increases steadily 
against the background of global competition. This article 
describes an approach for modeling logistic assembly processes 
with respect to enhancing an extensive theory of logistics. The 
models described in this article are intended to support the 
economical organization and logistic control of assembly 
processes. 
 

Index Terms— Logistics and Supply Chain, Production and 
Operation Management, Assembly Logistics, Theory of 
Logistics. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The strategic significance of logistic efficiency is 

undisputed [1] – [3]. Logistic objectives such as delivery 
reliability and delivery time are thus taking on more critical 
roles in global competition [4], [5]. This explains the 
enormous upsurge in logistics, which has developed into an 
economically noteworthy economical area in countries with 
high wages such as Germany [6]. At the same time, the 
significance, range and complexity of logistics has grown 
quicker than the hypotheses and theories needed to describe 
them. Supporting logistics with a theoretical-methodical 
foundation is, therefore, increasingly important. In particular 
developing more comprehensive models for describing cause 
and effect relationships as well as for supporting decision 
making becomes more pertinent [7]. The key position of 
assembly in fulfilling customer demands regarding delivery 
reliability and delivery time and for economically designing 
production processes is illustrated by the large portion of 
manufacturing time dedicated to assembly. Depending on the 
sector and product, assembly time accounts for anywhere 
from 15 to 70% of the entire manufacturing time [8], [9]. 

In the order fulfillment process, assembly occurs after the 
construction, material planning, procurement, preparation 
and manufacturing. Errors or disruptions appearing in these 
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processes have a greater probability of causing throughput 
time relevant and critical scheduling deviations in the 
assembly. With regards to the causes of assembly 
disruptions, an analysis of 14 assembly areas from various 
mechanical engineering enterprises shows that the roots of 
over 91% of disruptions can found in material shortages due 
to upstream assembly processes. Of these, a large portion can 
be traced back to logistic deficiencies such as missing parts or 
supplying incorrect parts [10], [11]. One option for 
countering these shortcomings is to maintain a high safety 
stock level in the stores or allocation area. Nowadays, from 
an economics viewpoint however, this approach is no longer 
justifiable in assemblies due to the high capital tie-up costs, 
the risk of having to scrap parts, and the increasing 
processing costs [12]. A model based description of the 
logistic operations in an assembly process is an elementary 
prerequisite for making this field of tension and the 
prevailing complexity controllable.  

II. CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH 
The allocation or provision process joins the material 

supply to the assembly. Among other tasks, the job of 
allocations is to provide the assembly with the necessary 
materials according to type, quantity and time. Supplying the 
assembly is often characterized by a high level of complexity: 
Materials for assembly can be received from the enterprise’s 
own manufacturing, from a warehouse or directly from a 
supplier. In the following section, we will introduce various 
models which have been implemented for describing 
assembly and provision processes.  

A. Modeling of Assembly Processes 
In addition to mathematic models based purely on random 

parameters which are commonly applied in optimizing 
economical systems such as discrete part manufacturing, 
assembly and material provision [13], there are descriptive 
approaches for modeling the production logistics of assembly 
processes. The most common of these are network planning, 
assembly priority charts and Gantt diagrams. 

Today, assembly processes are frequently modeled with 
the assistance of methods used in project management. Thus 
for example network planning is applied in order to visually 
represent the sequence of assembly processes and their 
logical relationships. Network planning provides support for 
determining the schedule of interconnected assembly orders, 
describing the processes and their dependencies either 
through graphs or tables. According to DIN 69900-1 the term 
network planning comprises “all methods for analyzing, 
describing, planning, controlling and monitoring processes 
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based on graph theory, whereby time, costs, or resources can 
be taken into consideration” [14]. The goal of network 
planning in depicting the interconnected assembly orders is 
to coordinate the logistic processes as they occur in the 
assembly, for example, when the supply processes are 
coordinated with the assembly’s demand date.  

Depending on the degree of the network planning detail, 
different descriptive models can be derived from it. The 
assembly priority chart is a simple representation similar to 
network planning. It illustrates the sequence of the assembly 
processes and the resulting relationships [15]. The priority 
chart is thus frequently implemented for visualizing the 
organization of the assembly processes. Depending on the 
level of observation, dependencies between the individual 
sub-tasks in the work schedule or the entire assembly and 
supply operations can be represented.  

In contrast to network planning the Gantt diagram 
visualizes the chronological sequence of operations in the 
form of bars over a time axis. The duration of an assembly 
operation is explicitly represented and visually 
comprehensible in the length of the respective bar. Here too, 
critical paths and buffer times can be graphically depicted 
[11]. However, the Gantt diagram is only able to limitedly 
describe the dependencies between the operations.  

B. Throughput Diagram and Logistic Operating Curves 
The work described in this paper is based on models 

developed at the Institute of Production Systems and 
Logistics. The starting point for the development was the 
definition of a basic production logistics element – the 
throughput element. On the logistic processes level, the 
throughput element defines the throughput time of one 
operation as the time one order requires from the end of the 
previous operation, or as it may be, the point of the order 
input (i.e., with the first operation) until the end of the 
observed operation. When the manufacturing is completed in 
lots an order will be transported to the subsequent 
workstation after the completion of an operation and possible 
waiting time at the corresponding station. Once at the next 
workstation, the lot usually meets another queue and has to 
wait until the orders to be completed ahead of it are 
processed. Provided the capacities required to handle the 
order are available, the workstation can be reset and the 
processing of the lot can be carried out [16]. 

The throughput element also forms the basis for the 
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Fig. 2: Logistic Operating Curves. 
 
throughput diagram as a descriptive model (Fig. 1). In this, 
the input and output on a workstation are cumulatively 
plotted over the time. This allows the dynamic system 
behavior to not only be described accurately and 
comprehensively both qualitatively and chronologically, but 
also allows key performance figures (e.g., WIP and output 
rate) to be read. The throughput diagram offers a reliable 
approach for analyzing and interpreting the logistic behavior 
of the observed work system. 

The output curve shows the outgoing orders’ accumulated 
work content during the investigation period. Since it has a 
constant slope, the workstation’s output rate reveals no 
significant fluctuations. The input curve visualizes the 
accumulated work content of the incoming orders. Its slope 
indicates certain fluctuations, which can be traced back to the 
workstation’s varying load. The WIP level on the 
workstation, therefore, also oscillates as it results from the 
difference between the in- and output.  

The throughput diagram and the key figures derived from 
it each describe a specific stationary operating state. These 
operating states can be strongly aggregated into the form of 
an impact model referred to as logistic operating curves 
(LOC). In order to accomplish this each of the values for the 
output rate and range are plotted as a function of the WIP. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the LOC for an exemplary work system (in 
this case a resist coating workstation). The Output Rate 
Operating Curve (OROC) indicates that the output rate of a 
workstation changes only negligibly above a certain WIP 
level. From this point on, there is continuously enough work 
available to ensure that there are no WIP dependent breaks in 
production. The range (and therefore also the throughput 
time) in contrast, generally increases above this critical level 
proportional to the WIP [16]. 

We can see that the calculated operating point is located 
well into the overload operating zone and that there is a high 
WIP level on the workstation. The output rate is therefore 
high, but there are also long throughput times. Reducing the 
WIP by approximately 20 hours would make it possible to 
reduce the throughput time by approximately 75%, without 
notable output rate losses. 
Modeling all of the core value adding processes represents an 
essential contribution to a comprehensive “logistic 
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Fig. 3: Developments Attained on the Way to a Logistic Theory  
 
theory”. The current state of developments in descriptive and 
impact models is outlined in Fig. 3. While these models 
already exist for production [16], stores [17] and 
transportation [18] (generally in the form of throughput 
diagrams and logistic operating curves), they are still being 
developed for assembly. 

Current work is focused on developing so-called 
‘allocation diagrams’ for multi-level products. These 
diagrams depict how the due date behavior of the upstream 
processes and in particular their synchronization, impact the 
WIP and delivery reliability situations in the assembly [19]. 

III. ASSEMBLY THROUGHPUT ELEMENT – THE FINITE 
ELEMENT OF ASSEMBLY LOGISTICS  

Similar to production logistics; the logistic assembly 
processes which are to be described can be differentiated 
from the perspectives of both orders and resources (Fig. 4). 
The order perspective describes the chronological throughput 
of individual orders through the enterprise’s assembly. The 
approaches outlines in section 2.1 are focused on this view. 
The order’s throughput can be described in simplified terms 
by lining-up various operations and assembly processes 
which can be represented with production or assembly 
throughput elements. 
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Fig. 4: Resource and Order Related Views of an Assembly 

The resource view in contrast, describes the completion 
behavior of the assembly orders on a single assembly system. 
It thus includes a number of assembly operations for different 
orders. Suitable approaches for modeling this perspective in 
order to comprehensively describe logistic processes in the 
assembly are not currently available. 

Analogous to the production throughput element the 
assembly throughput element forms the basis for describing 
logistic operations in an assembly process. It thus combines 
the order and resource views (cf. Fig. 4). An example of an 
assembly throughput element is shown in Fig. 5, whereby the 
assembly order here consists exemplarily of three supply 
orders. A supply order starts after the completion of the 
upstream process and runs through the basic elements 
“waiting time after upstream process”, “transport” and 
“waiting time before assembly” up until the “setup” is 
conducted on the assembly system and the “assembly” can 
begin. 

The “waiting time after upstream process” describes the 
time period during which a supply order is awaiting transport 
to the assembly system after a preceding process or operation 
has been completed. “Transportation” describes the period of 
time required for the physical transport of a lot or work piece 
from a preceding process to the assembly system. The 
“waiting time before assembly” refers to the period in which 
the supply order is awaiting the start of the actual assembly 
process.  

As is depicted in Fig. 5, key scheduling and time figures 
can be derived from the one dimensional assembly 
throughput element. The assembly throughput element of an 
assembly order starts with the end of the first supply order’s 
preceding process. The time up until the start of the setup is 
defined as the interoperation time, whereby the 
interoperation time can be divided into disrupted time and 
time in which an order competes for capacity on an assembly 
system. During the disrupted time, the assembly order cannot  
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Fig. 5: One Dimensional Assembly Throughput Element  
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be processed because not all of the supply orders necessary 
for the assembly are available. This is only the case after the 
chronologically last processing deadline of a previous 
process. After this point in time the assembly order is 
completed and can be processed, it thus competes for 
capacity on the assembly system. 

This definition was chosen in order to meet the 
requirements found in the industrial practice where feedback 
is generally available for work operations, however, not for 
the start and end of the transport. Should the data be available 
it is clearly possible to separately identify all portions of the 
interoperation time. Similar to the production throughput 
time element, the operation time, which together with the 
interoperation time describes the throughput time, consists of 
the setup time and the processing time – that is the assembly 
time. 

In order to now evaluate the individual throughput 
elements which can be processed on an assembly system, 
they have to be provided with a second dimension (Fig. 6). In 
the upper portion of the figure, the work content of the 
assembly order is selected as the second dimension. It is 
necessary to consider the work content so that the WIP on an 
assembly system can be laid out with consideration to the 
desired utilization and targeted throughput time (cf. [16]). 

Similar to the one dimensional assembly throughput 
element, the different supply orders are logged out of 
upstream processes at different points in time. Whereas the 
assembly order’s total work content can be drawn from the 
work schedule, it cannot be easily allocated to the individual 
supply orders. Various approaches for doing so can be found 
in other studies (cf. [20]). However, only the work content of 
the assembly order and not the supply orders is relevant later 
when considering the assembly system’s utilization. This is 
because only a complete order that can compete for capacities 
can contribute to the utilization of an assembly system. 
Assigning the work content to various product components 
can therefore be ignored. 

In the value oriented analysis of the supply orders, found 
in the lower portion of Fig. 6, the differentiation of the 
individual orders is of interest. The value of an input supply 
order is known (e.g., the replacement cost of a store article) 
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Fig. 6: Two Dimensional Assembly Throughput Element 

and can thus be drawn upon for determining the exact capital 
tie-up costs on a work system. The sum of the values of all the 
input supply orders is the value of the assembly order. The 
value adding which occurs on the assembly system will 
initially not be considered here.  

IV. ASSEMBLY THROUGHPUT DIAGRAM  
By plotting a number of these two dimensional throughput 

elements over the time in a graph, an assembly throughput 
diagram results. An assembly throughput diagram is a 
descriptive model from the perspective of resources. Fig. 7 
depicts an example of such a diagram, whereby the value of 
the supply and assembly orders is selected as the second 
dimension for illustrative purposes.  

The output (red curve) specifies the cumulative output of 
all orders on the assembly system over time. It thus 
documents the output rate on the system. The graph of the 
assembly’s start (gray curve) shows the starts of each orders’ 
processing, whereby the processing consists of both the setup 
and assembly. The completion curve (light blue) 
cumulatively describes over time when an assembly order on 
the assembly system is completed via the corresponding 
supply orders. From this point on the described order 
competes for capacity on the assembly system. The input of 
supply orders on the assembly system is expressed by the 
input curve (dark blue). The input of individual supply orders 
on the assembly system cannot ensure the utilization of the 
system, since only completed assembly orders can be 
processed. 

Various key figures can be derived from the assembly 
throughput diagram. As an example a number of WIP related 
figures are depicted here. The amount of supply orders for 
uncompleted assembly orders forms the disrupted WIP on the 
assembly system (vertical distance between the input curve 
and the completion curve). The vertical distance between the 
completion curve and the output curve at a specifically 
observed point in time describes the WIP for the completed 
assembly orders. The sum of the disrupted WIP and the 
completed assembly orders WIP is the assembly system’s 
existing WIP. 

The curves depicted in Fig. 7 cumulatively plot the events 
on an assembly system over the time. Therefore the assembly 
throughput elements introduced in section 3 cannot be 
directly read from this diagram. Nonetheless the elements do 
form the theoretical foundation for the assembly throughput 
diagram. It is also possible to organize it according to 
throughput elements and thus open further possibilities for 
interpreting, for example, by considering the surface areas of 
the elements. 

Examining the ideal versions of the described curves 
allows additional key figures such as the mean throughput 
time on an assembly system or the mean duration required to 
complete an order, to be determined. An example of an ideal 
assembly throughput diagram is depicted in Fig. 8. The ideal 
curves are derived by connecting the initial and final points 
of the output, assembly start, completion or input curves. 

The horizontal distance between the ideal input and 
completion curves describes the mean disrupted time, i.e., the 
be processed average amount of time that passes between an 
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Fig. 7: Value Related Assembly Throughput Diagram  
 

assembly order’s first input and the order’s completion. The 
horizontal distance between the ideal completion and 
assembly start curves represents the average length of time an 
order competes for capacities on an assembly system. The 
mean interoperation time is equal to the sum of both time 
periods. The horizontal distance between the ideal assembly 
start curve and the output curve describes the mean operation 
time. The mean operation time and the mean interoperation 
time result in the mean throughput time on the assembly 
system. 

The vertical distance between the ideal input and 
completion curve forms the mean disrupted WIP on the 
observed assembly system. This WIP cannot be processed 
since it is waiting to be completed. The vertical distance 

between the ideal completion curve and the output curve 
describes the mean completed WIP, i.e., the WIP which is 
competing for capacity on the assembly system. The mean 
WIP on the assembly system is equal to the sum of both these 
WIP figures (vertical distance between the ideal input and 
output curves). The rate of completed assembly orders can be 
determined from the ratio of the mean completed WIP to the 
mean WIP on the assembly system. This is a measure of the 
logistic quality of the assembly system’s supply. The higher 
the completion rate the better synchronized – that is the more 
punctual – the supply orders on the assembly system are 
allocated (cf. [19]). 

The vertical distance between the ideal input and output 
curves at the beginning and end of an observation period 
describes the initial and final WIP on the assembly system. 
The output on a system in relation to the observation period 
defines the assembly system’s mean output rate. This 
corresponds to the slope of the ideal output curve. The slope 
of the ideal completion curve describes the load of the 
capacity unit, i.e., the assembly system. 

The model outlined here for describing the logistic 
processes in the assembly area aids the analysis of these 
processes in both provisions and assembly. The assembly 
throughput diagram makes it possible to clearly depict the 
converging material flow in the assembly as well as to derive 
the logistic and economic related key figures. The assembly 
throughput diagram thus provides support for evaluating the 
quality of the process. 

The basis of the chronologically discrete description in 
assembly throughput elements is formed by operational data 
which can generally be compiled with the help of an 
operational data recording system. The assembly throughput 
diagram together with the possible applications outlined here 
provides support in deriving measures for improving logistic 
processes and increasing the economic efficiency of the 
assembly area. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Logistics strongly influence the economically significant 

assembly areas in numerous industrial enterprises because a 
large proportion of disruptions in assembly processes are 
caused by insufficient logistics. Besides various planning 
tools there are no sufficient models for describing the 
chronological logistic behavior of an assembly system. The 
assembly throughput diagram, which is based upon the 
assembly throughput element, delivers a very promising 
approach for doing so. It offers numerous possibilities for 
interpreting the logistic behavior and for deriving key logistic 
figures from assembly systems. A few of these possibilities 
have been introduced here. 

Extensive research at IFA is currently focused on the 
detailed realization of the model outlined here, whereby the 
general validity of the developed model is ensured for the 
various organizational forms of the assembly (workstation 
assembly, continuous assembly lines etc.). These models 
have to be validated in the industry setting and methods for 
deriving improvement measures have to be developed. 
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